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Moderato

I have a sweet heart I
There's something 'bout her that

Vamp

see each night
warms your heart
She's just a vision of rare delight
You're captivated right from the start
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No fair enchantress e'er had such grace
She's like a sunbeam a breath of spring
I'm mad about her
This maid alluring

I'm sad without her;
With charmsen during
I've never met her and yet somehow

Each golden moment just seems to fly.
It seems I've known her a long time now.
A sly witch is she,
I'm in ecstasy,

A divinity,
When she smiles at me,
She's cast her spell upon me,
Sweet little Mary o' mine.
CHORUS

Sweet little Mary Pickford, My heart goes out to you,
One thinks of roses rare,

Mary, Fragrant with morning dew;

You're like a fairy Princess Changing the world a
When I am weary

When I am blue

When life is dreary

I turn to you

A wonderful girl are you, Mary dear,

And very dear to me.
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